Associations of Neighborhood Opportunity and Social Vulnerability With Trajectories of Childhood Body Mass Index and Obesity Among US Children
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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Physical and social neighborhood attributes may have implications for children’s growth and development patterns. The extent to which these attributes are associated with body mass index (BMI) trajectories and obesity risk from childhood to adolescence remains understudied.

OBJECTIVE To examine associations of neighborhood-level measures of opportunity and social vulnerability with trajectories of BMI and obesity risk from birth to adolescence.

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This cohort study used data from 54 cohorts (20,677 children) participating in the Environmental Influences on Child Health Outcomes (ECHO) program from January 1, 1995, to January 1, 2022. Participant inclusion required at least 1 geocoded residential address and anthropometric measure (taken at the same time or after the address date) from birth through adolescence. Data were analyzed from February 1 to June 30, 2022.

EXPOSURES Census tract–level Child Opportunity Index (COI) and Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) linked to geocoded residential addresses at birth and in infancy (age range, 0.5–1.5 years), early childhood (age range, 2.0–4.8 years), and mid-childhood (age range, 5.0–9.8 years).

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES BMI (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by length [if aged <2 years] or height in meters squared) and obesity (age- and sex-specific BMI ≥95th percentile). Based on nationwide distributions of the COI and SVI, Census tract rankings were grouped into 5 categories: very low (<20th percentile), low (20th percentile to <40th percentile), moderate (40th percentile to <60th percentile), high (60th percentile to <80th percentile), or very high (≥80th percentile) opportunity (COI) or vulnerability (SVI).

RESULTS Among 20,677 children, 10,747 (52.0%) were male; 12,463 of 20,105 (62.0%) were White, and 16,036 of 20,333 (78.9%) were non-Hispanic. (Some data for race and ethnicity were missing.) Overall, 29.9% of children in the ECHO program resided in areas with the most advantageous characteristics. For example, at birth, 26.7% of children lived in areas with very high COI, and 25.3% lived in areas with very low SVI; in mid-childhood, 30.6% lived in areas with very high COI and 28.4% lived in areas with very low SVI. Linear mixed-effects models revealed that at every life stage, children who resided in areas with higher COI (vs very low COI) had lower mean BMI trajectories and lower risk of obesity from childhood to adolescence, independent of family sociodemographic and prenatal characteristics. For example, among children with obesity at age 10 years, the risk ratio was 0.21 (95% CI, 0.12–0.34) for very high COI at birth, 0.31 (95% CI, 0.20–0.51) for high COI at birth, 0.46 (95% CI, 0.28–0.74) for moderate COI at birth, and 0.53 (95% CI, 0.32–0.86) for low COI at
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birth. Similar patterns of findings were observed for children who resided in areas with lower SVI (vs very high SVI). For example, among children with obesity at age 10 years, the risk ratio was 0.17 (95% CI, 0.10-0.30) for very low SVI at birth, 0.20 (95% CI, 0.11-0.35) for low SVI at birth, 0.42 (95% CI, 0.24-0.75) for moderate SVI at birth, and 0.43 (95% CI, 0.24-0.76) for high SVI at birth. For both indices, effect estimates for mean BMI difference and obesity risk were larger at an older age of outcome measurement. In addition, exposure to COI or SVI at birth was associated with the most substantial difference in subsequent mean BMI and risk of obesity compared with exposure at later life stages.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this cohort study, residing in higher-opportunity and lower-vulnerability neighborhoods in early life, especially at birth, was associated with a lower mean BMI trajectory and a lower risk of obesity from childhood to adolescence. Future research should clarify whether initiatives or policies that alter specific components of neighborhood environment would be beneficial in preventing excess weight in children.


Introduction

The quality of neighborhoods in which children reside has been increasingly recognized as an important factor associated with health across the lifecourse. Compared with adults, children may be particularly vulnerable to adverse neighborhood conditions, with consequences for lifelong health. For example, residence in a neighborhood with high rates of poverty and/or crime has been associated with increased risk of high body mass index (BMI) or obesity in childhood, which is a risk factor for chronic disease, such as type 2 diabetes, in adulthood. Such studies highlight the potential importance of neighborhood contexts as factors associated with high childhood BMI. However, most studies examining these questions have been cross-sectional in study design or focused on singular socioeconomic indicators of neighborhood disadvantage, such as rates of low household income or unemployment. Moreover, few studies have examined the extent to which neighborhood conditions during early life—at birth, in infancy, or in early childhood, which are key life stages that lay the foundation for long-term health outcomes—are associated with BMI from childhood to adolescence. Even fewer studies have attempted to ascertain the sensitive periods of exposure to neighborhood conditions by comparing the consequences of exposures during multiple life stages.

An increasing body of research has begun to use Census-derived indices of neighborhood conditions as proxies for the specific physical or social features hypothesized to be etiologically relevant to a range of health outcomes. Two examples include the Child Opportunity Index (COI) and the Social Vulnerability Index (SVI). The COI is a multidimensional surveillance tool incorporating both traditional (eg, median household income) and novel (eg, access to healthy food choices or green space, walkability, and toxic exposures) attributes of neighborhood conditions that have been found to be associated with adolescents’ cardiometabolic health. The SVI is a relative measurement of neighborhood vulnerability and disadvantage based on 15 social factors (eg, socioeconomic status and household composition) that have been reported to be associated with adult obesity and cardiovascular disease. However, few studies have examined the extent to which these neighborhood indices may be associated with BMI trajectories and protection from obesity from childhood to adolescence and whether these indices are equally or differentially associated with BMI and obesity risk trajectories.

To address these knowledge gaps, we analyzed data from cohorts participating in the Environmental Influences on Child Health Outcomes (ECHO) program, which collected repeated measures of both residential addresses and children’s growth across distinct childhood life stages in a racially, ethnically, and geographically diverse population. We hypothesized that children residing in...
higher-opportunity or less vulnerable neighborhoods would have lower mean BMI and lower risk of obesity from childhood to adolescence. Because previous studies\textsuperscript{15-17} reported that later age periods were more sensitive than earlier periods with regard to an association with health outcomes, we also hypothesized that the effect estimates would be more substantial for COI or SVI exposure later in childhood than at birth or in infancy.

Methods

Study Population

ECHO is a large collaborative consortium comprising individual cohorts of children across the US; the consortium had already begun enrolling participants with the goal of investigating how environmental exposures in early life, including physical, chemical, social, behavioral, biological, natural, and built environments, were associated with children's health and development. As detailed elsewhere,\textsuperscript{18,19} investigators of participating cohorts implemented the ECHO-wide cohort data collection protocol, which specifies the data elements for new or ongoing data collection as well as extant data to be uploaded onto an ECHO-wide cohort data platform. For the current cohort study, we used extant data previously collected from individual cohorts; these data were already harmonized and shared on the ECHO data platform. We included participants from any cohort in the analytic sample if they had at least 1 geocoded residential address and a measure of both weight and length or height at the same measurement visit (taken at the same time as or after the address date) from birth through adolescence (age range, 0-20 years). Of 69 ECHO cohorts, we included data from 54 cohorts participating in the ECHO program from January 1, 1995, to January 1, 2022 (eFigure 1 in Supplement 1), including 20 677 children who met the inclusion criteria and had available data within the data platform at the time of analyses. Data were analyzed from February 1 to June 30, 2022. Parents or guardians provided written informed consent for participation in the cohort of origin, and institutional review boards at each study site approved each local protocol. This study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline for cohort studies.

Exposure: Neighborhood Indices

Using ArcGIS geospatial software (Esri), we geocoded each participant's residential address obtained at birth (year of residence from 1995-2022), infancy (median [IQR] age, 1.4 [1.3-1.5] years from 1996-2022), early childhood (median [IQR] age, 4.7 [3.3-4.8] years from 1998-2022), or mid-childhood (median [IQR] age, 8.2 [6.2-9.7] years from 2001-2022) and assigned a Census tract location to each participant address using the 1990, 2000, 2010, or 2020 US Census tract boundaries. At each life stage, we linked the Census tract location closest in time to the year of residence to the Census tract-level COI and SVI at the closest reference years for which data were available (ie, 2010 and 2015 for the COI; 2000, 2010, 2014, 2016, and 2018 for the SVI). For example, for children whose year of residence at birth was 2000, we linked the year 2000 Census tract location to the COI at year 2010 and the SVI at year 2000. Because COI measures were available in 2010 and 2015 only, COI data may have been misclassified for residential addresses during the 1990s or 2000s. This limitation was outweighed by the fact that a substantive majority of residential addresses (approximately 70%) at each life stage were obtained during or after the year 2010. Of 20 677 children included, 18 044 had both COI and SVI measures at birth, 17 300 had both measures in infancy (age range, 0.5-1.5 years), 15 452 had both measures in early childhood (age range, 2.0-4.8 years), and 11 190 had both measures in mid-childhood (age range, 5.0-9.8 years).

Researchers at Brandeis University developed the COI as a summary measure of the quality of neighborhoods in which children live across the US.\textsuperscript{10} This index quantifies 29 indicators of neighborhood conditions (eTable 1 in Supplement 1) that impact children's healthy development, drawn from public sources and grouped into 3 domains: education, health and environment, and social and economic. The developers calculated domain-specific and overall COI scores for a total of
72,195 Census tracts across 50 US states and the District of Columbia. The scores were standardized at the national level such that higher scores reflected more favorable neighborhood opportunities relative to other neighborhoods across the US. The researchers also generated percentile ranks for each Census tract based on domain-specific and overall COI scores, ranging from the 1st percentile (lowest opportunity) to the 100th percentile (highest opportunity). In accordance with previous literature, we further grouped Census tract rankings into 5 categories: very low (<20th percentile), low (20th percentile to <40th percentile), moderate (40th percentile to <60th percentile), high (60th percentile to <80th percentile), or very high (≥80th percentile) opportunity.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) developed and validated the SVI to identify high-risk populations that are especially vulnerable in the presence of a stressor or during public health emergencies. This index is derived from 15 US Census variables (eTable 2 in Supplement I) grouped into 4 domains: socioeconomic status, household composition and disability, racial and ethnic minority and language status, and housing and transportation type. For each Census tract, the CDC generated percentile ranks, ranging from 0 (lowest vulnerability) to 1 (highest vulnerability) for all 15 variables collectively (ie, overall SVI) and for each of the 4 domains relative to all tracts across 50 states and the District of Columbia. To allow for direct comparison with COI measures, we also grouped these Census tract rankings for the SVI into very low (<20th percentile), low (20th percentile to <40th percentile), moderate (40th percentile to <60th percentile), high (60th percentile to <80th percentile), or very high (≥80th percentile) vulnerability.

Outcomes: Childhood Body Mass Index and Obesity
Each participating cohort obtained at least 1 measure of weight and recumbent length (if aged <2 years) or standing height (if aged ≥2 years) in children at birth and in infancy, early childhood, mid-childhood, and/or adolescence based on their own established protocols. Sources of these anthropometric measurements included research visits, pediatric medical records, and mother or caregiver reports. Specific procedures and instruments used varied across the cohorts. We calculated BMI as weight in kilograms divided by length (if aged <2 years) or height in meters squared; the mean (SD) number of BMI measures per child was 5.0 (4.5). We excluded biologically implausible values if the BMI z score was less than 5 or greater than 5 for children younger than 2 years 22 or less than 4 or greater than 8 for children 2 years and older. 23 We defined obesity as having age- and sex-specific BMI greater than or equal to the 95th percentile according to the World Health Organization growth standards 22 (if aged <2 years) or the CDC growth reference 23 (if aged ≥2 years).

Covariates
We obtained information on the following characteristics of mothers and children from maternal or caregiver reports or medical records: maternal educational level during pregnancy (less than high school, high school diploma or equivalent, some college but no degree, or college degree and higher), annual household income during pregnancy (<$50 000 or ≥$50 000 per year), prepregnancy BMI, total gestational weight gain, prenatal cigarette smoking, child's sex (male or female), child's race (American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, White, multiple races, or other race), Hispanic ethnicity (yes or no), and year of child's birth (before 2000, 2000-2010, or after 2010). Due to the small sample size, we combined children whose races were reported as American Indian or Alaska Native or as Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander into a single category and children of multiple races or other race into another separate category. We viewed race and ethnicity as societal constructs rather than deterministic biological causes of disease risk 24 and included information about race and ethnicity because we considered those characteristics as proxy measures of structural racism that can have implications for both residence in high-opportunity or low-vulnerability neighborhoods and access to resources that promote healthy weight. 25 We also obtained information on pregnancy and birth characteristics including parity (nulliparous or multiparous), gestational diabetes (present or absent), gestational hypertension or preeclampsia (present or absent), mode of delivery (vaginal or cesarean), gestational age at delivery (in weeks),
and birth weight (in kilograms) from medical records. We linked participants’ Census tract locations at each life stage to Census tract–level measures of rurality (metropolitan, micropolitan, or small town or rural areas) using Rural Urban Commuting Area codes from the US Department of Agriculture. We selected these covariates based on previous publications reporting an association between neighborhood environments and childhood obesity.3–7

**Statistical Analysis**

We used linear mixed-effects models to examine associations of each neighborhood index (ie, COI or SVI) with children’s BMI over time. Details of these models are described in the eMethods in Supplement 1. We fitted separate models for each neighborhood index within each life stage; for each model, we included the following variables as fixed effects: neighborhood index categories, natural cubic spline terms for child’s age to capture the nonlinear trend in BMI across age,24,25 interactions of neighborhood index categories with each spline term for child’s age to capture the extent to which the association of neighborhood index with BMI may change across age, sociodemographic characteristics (ie, child’s sex, race, Hispanic or non-Hispanic ethnicity, and birth year and mother’s educational level and annual household income during pregnancy), and prenatal characteristics (ie, parity, gestational diabetes, gestational hypertension or preeclampsia, cigarette smoking, prepregnancy BMI, total gestational weight gain, mode of delivery, birth weight [only for models that included neighborhood index in infancy, early childhood, or mid-childhood], and gestational age at delivery). We included random effects for the intercept and linear slopes for child’s age to account for repeated BMI measures in the same child. We also included random effects for the cohort to account for clustering of children from the same cohort and random effects for the Census tract to account for clustering of children residing within the same neighborhood.

To ensure the exposure preceded the outcome, we fitted models including only BMI measures taken after the residential address date at each life stage (eg, when examining the association for COI linked to residential address in early childhood, we excluded BMI at birth and in infancy). We used these fitted models to estimate mean BMI over time for each neighborhood index category and plotted the corresponding BMI trajectory, holding all other covariates constant at their mean values. We estimated adjusted differences and 95% CIs for estimated BMI during infancy (age 0.5 years), early childhood (age 2 years), mid-childhood (ages 5 years and 10 years), and adolescence (ages 15 years and 20 years) in each COI and SVI category compared with the reference neighborhood index category (ie, very low COI or very high SVI).

To estimate the association of categories of neighborhood indices with the risk of childhood obesity (vs children without obesity) over time, we repeated all analyses using generalized linear mixed-effects models with a logit link, holding all covariates constant at their mean values. We used these models to estimate probabilities of obesity over time for each neighborhood index category, and we obtained risk ratios (RRs) and 95% CIs by taking the ratio of the marginal probabilities26 of obesity for each neighborhood index category to the reference neighborhood index category.

To compare COI and SVI at each life stage as factors associated with BMI and obesity, we used the overall F statistic from models estimating these outcomes.27,28 Given that at each life stage, the same number of children had measurements available from both neighborhood indices and each model was adjusted for the same set of covariates, we considered the neighborhood index in models with larger overall F statistics as the better estimator of BMI or obesity. We used a threshold of 5% or higher for the difference in F statistic values to indicate a meaningful advantage for the model with the larger value.27,28

We used multiple imputation by chained equations29 to impute values for missing covariate data (range, 1.7% to 53.1%) only (Table). We generated 50 imputed data sets for all 20 677 children who met the inclusion criteria. The imputation model included the exposure, outcome, and covariates under study. To impute missing data, we used estimated mean matching for continuous covariates, binary logistic regression models for dichotomous covariates, polytomous logistic regression models for unordered categorical covariates, and proportional odds methods for ordered
categorical covariates. We combined the imputed data sets using the pool function in R software, version 4.1.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

We conducted several secondary analyses. First, in all models, we additionally adjusted for neighborhood index in all previous life stages but not in subsequent life stages (eg, adjusting COI in early childhood for previous COI measures at birth and infancy) to account for potential confounding by neighborhood indices during previous life stages. Second, we repeated all analyses using

**Table. Participant Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Participants with nonmissing covariate data, No./total No. (%) (N = 20 677)</th>
<th>Imputed values for missing covariate data, %a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education level during pregnancyb</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>1024/12 627 (8.1)</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma or equivalent</td>
<td>2077/12 627 (16.4)</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college but no degree</td>
<td>2785/12 627 (22.1)</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College degree and higher</td>
<td>6741/12 627 (53.4)</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual household income during pregnancy, $c</strong></td>
<td>4324/9690 (44.6)</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50 000</td>
<td>5366/9690 (55.4)</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥50 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cigarette smoking during pregnancyd</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>13 829/15 112 (91.5)</td>
<td>90.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1283/15 112 (8.5)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paritye</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nulliparous</td>
<td>6015/15 382 (39.1)</td>
<td>38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiparous</td>
<td>9367/15 382 (60.9)</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational diabetesf</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>13 611/15 102 (90.1)</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1491/15 102 (9.9)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational hypertension or preeclampsia</strong></td>
<td>16 090/17 330 (92.8)</td>
<td>92.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1240/17 330 (7.2)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode of deliveryh</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaginal</td>
<td>11 419/16 841 (67.8)</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesarean</td>
<td>5422/16 841 (32.2)</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prepregnancy BMI, mean (SD)i</strong></td>
<td>26.8 (6.8)</td>
<td>26.8 (6.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total gestational weight gain, mean (SD), kg</strong></td>
<td>15.1 (11.1)</td>
<td>15.0 (11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational age at delivery, mean (SD), wk</strong></td>
<td>37.8 (3.9)</td>
<td>37.8 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child’s birth yearl</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before 2000</td>
<td>221/19 624 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2010</td>
<td>5550/19 624 (28.3)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 2010</td>
<td>13 853/19 624 (70.6)</td>
<td>70.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child’s sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9930/20 677 (48.0)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10 747/20 677 (52.0)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child’s racem</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>454/20 105 (2.3)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>684/20 105 (3.4)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3047/20 105 (15.2)</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>12 463/20 105 (62.0)</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other race or &gt;1 race</td>
<td>3457/20 105 (17.2)</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hispanic ethnicityn</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>16 036/20 333 (78.9)</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4297/20 333 (21.1)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No. of BMI measurements per child, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>5.0 (4.5)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index (calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared); NA, not applicable due to no missing covariate data.

a Imputed characteristics are only shown as a percentage or mean (SD) of the 50 imputed data sets.
b Data missing for 8050 participants (38.9%).
c Data missing for 10 987 participants (53.1%).
d Data missing for 5565 participants (26.9%).
e Data missing for 5295 participants (25.6%).
f Data missing for 5575 participants (27.0%).
g Data missing for 3347 participants (16.2%).
h Data missing for 3836 participants (18.6%).
i Data missing for 4434 participants (21.4%).
j Data missing for 7094 participants (34.3%).
k Data missing for 1667 participants (8.1%).
l Data missing for 1053 participants (5.1%).
m Data missing for 572 participants (2.8%).
n Data missing for 344 participants (1.7%).
domain-specific COI or SVI categories to gain insights into specific facets of each that may have been associated with children's BMI growth. Third, we restricted our analyses to residential addresses obtained during or after the year 2010 to address potential COI misclassification because COI was calculated for 2010. We explored effect modification by rurality of residence, child's race and Hispanic or non-Hispanic ethnicity, child's sex, and annual household income during pregnancy by stratifying all analyses according to these variables. We performed all analyses using R software, version 4.1.0. When interpreting findings, we focused primarily on the direction, strength, and precision of the estimates and used 2-sided α = .05 for assessment of statistical significance.

Results

Sample Characteristics

Among 20,677 children, 10,747 (52.0%) were male; 12,463 of 20,105 (62.0%) were White, and 16,036 of 20,333 (78.9%) were non-Hispanic (some data for race and ethnicity were missing) (Table). Overall, 29.9% of children in the ECHO program resided in areas with the most advantageous characteristics. Based on nationwide distributions of the COI, 20.8% of children at birth, 20.0% of children in infancy, 18.9% of children in early childhood, and 16.9% of children in mid-childhood resided in areas with very low overall COI, while 26.7% of children at birth, 27.8% of children in infancy, 29.4% of children in early childhood, and 30.6% of children in mid-childhood resided in areas with very high overall COI (eTable 3 in Supplement 1). The proportions of children who resided in areas with very high or very low overall SVI at each life stage were similar to those of the COI (eTable 4 in Supplement 1). A total of 25.3% of children at birth, 26.0% of children in infancy, 26.8% of children in early childhood, and 28.4% of children in mid-childhood lived in areas with very low overall SVI, whereas 21.1% of children at birth, 20.5% of children in infancy, 19.3% of children in early childhood, and 16.9% of children in mid-childhood lived in areas with very high overall SVI. Because the expected national distribution was approximately 20% within each category, this study population was generally representative of the exposure distribution of US children. During each life stage, we noted substantial negative correlations between the 2 indices (birth: ρ = –0.86; infancy: ρ = –0.87; early childhood: ρ = –0.88; mid-childhood: ρ = –0.87), which was expected given that the COI represents a compilation of positive opportunities, while the SVI represents a compilation of adverse characteristics. The characteristics of the study sample according to COI and SVI categories are shown in eTable 5 and eTable 6 in Supplement 1, respectively.

Association of COI With Childhood BMI and Obesity

After adjusting for family sociodemographic and prenatal characteristics, linear mixed-effects models revealed dose-response associations at every life stage, wherein children who resided in areas with higher COI had lower mean subsequent BMI (Figure 1A-D) and lower probability of obesity over time (Figure 1E-H) compared with those who resided in areas with very low COI. For example, effect estimates for mean BMI difference (β = –2.58; 95% CI, –2.95 to –2.21) and risk of obesity (RR, 0.21; 95% CI, 0.12-0.34) at age 10 years were larger among children who resided in areas with very high (vs very low) COI at birth, with a smaller (but still significant) mean BMI difference and risk of obesity among those who resided in areas with high COI (BMI: β = –2.05 [95% CI, –2.43 to –1.67]; obesity: RR, 0.31 [95% CI, 0.20-0.51]), moderate COI (BMI: β = –1.51 [95% CI, –1.91 to –1.10]; obesity: RR, 0.46 [95% CI, 0.28-0.74]), and low COI (BMI: β = –1.01 [95% CI, –1.43 to –0.60]; obesity: RR, 0.53 [95% CI, 0.32-0.86]) (Figure 2).

Furthermore, effect estimates for mean BMI difference and obesity risk were larger at an older age of outcome measurement. Specifically, effect estimates for the mean BMI difference in children who resided in areas with very high (vs very low) COI at birth were −0.52 (95% CI, −0.72 to −0.33) at 5 years, −2.58 (95% CI, −2.95 to −2.21) at 10 years, and −3.78 (95% CI, −4.40 to −3.17) at 15 years, while the risks of obesity were 0.45 (95% CI, 0.34-0.59) at 5 years, 0.21 (95% CI, 0.12-0.34) at 10 years,
and 0.10 (95% CI, 0.05-0.20) at 15 years. We noted similar observations at other life stages (Figure 2).

Overall, effect estimates for mean BMI difference and risk of obesity were larger for COI exposure at birth compared with COI exposure at later life stages. For example, children who resided in areas with very high (vs very low) COI at birth had the most substantial mean BMI difference ($\beta = -2.58; 95\% \text{CI}, -2.95 \text{ to } -2.21$) and risk of obesity (RR, 0.21; 95% CI, 0.12-0.34) at age 10 years relative to those who resided in areas with very high (vs very low) COI in infancy (BMI: $\beta = -2.26$ [95% CI, -2.65 to -1.87]; obesity: RR, 0.26 [95% CI, 0.15-0.44]), early childhood (BMI: $\beta = -2.05$ [95% CI, -2.47 to -1.66]; obesity: RR, 0.50 [95% CI, 0.33-0.75]), or mid-childhood (BMI: $\beta = -1.61$ [95% CI, -2.21 to -1.02]; obesity: RR, 0.52 [95% CI, 0.33-0.83]) (Figure 2).

Association of SVI With Childhood BMI and Obesity

Similar observations were noted for the association of SVI with childhood BMI and obesity. First, we noted dose-response associations at every life stage, wherein children who resided in areas with lower SVI had significantly lower mean subsequent BMI (Figure 3A-D) and lower probability of

---

**Figure 1. Trajectories of Body Mass Index (BMI) and Probability of Obesity From Birth to Adolescence According to Child Opportunity Index (COI) Categories**

---

Adjusted for sociodemographic and prenatal characteristics. Shaded regions represent 95% CIs. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by length (if aged <2 years) or height in meters squared.
All effect estimates and 95% CIs are relative to the very low COI category and adjusted for sociodemographic and prenatal characteristics. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by length (if aged <2 years) or height in meters squared.
obesity (Figure 3E-H) over time compared with those who resided in areas with very high SVI. For example, effect estimates for mean BMI difference (β = -2.40; 95% CI, -2.78 to -2.03) and risk of obesity (RR, 0.17; 95% CI, 0.10-0.30) at age 10 years were larger among children who resided in areas with very low (vs very high) SVI at birth, with a smaller (but still significant) mean BMI difference and risk of obesity among those who resided in areas with low SVI (BMI: β = -2.20 [95% CI, -2.60 to -1.81]; obesity: RR, 0.20 [95% CI, 0.11-0.35]), moderate SVI (BMI: β = -1.48 [95% CI, -1.88 to -1.08]; obesity: RR, 0.42 [95% CI, 0.24-0.75]), and high SVI (BMI: β = -0.98 [95% CI, -1.39 to -0.58]; obesity: RR, 0.43 [95% CI, 0.24-0.76]). Second, effect estimates for mean BMI difference and risk of obesity were larger at an older age of outcome measurement. For instance, effect estimates for the mean BMI difference in children who resided in areas with very low (vs very high) SVI at birth were -0.50 (95% CI, -0.69 to -0.31) at 5 years, -2.41 (95% CI, -2.78 to -2.03) at 10 years, and -3.52 (95% CI, -4.13 to -2.90) at 15 years, while the risks of obesity were 0.45 (95% CI, 0.33-0.61) at 5 years, 0.17 (95% CI, 0.10-0.30) at 10 years, and 0.08 (95% CI, 0.03-0.20) at 15 years. Third, the mean BMI difference and risk of obesity was greater for SVI exposure at birth compared with SVI exposure at later life stages (Figure 4). Based on F statistics, neither neighborhood index at each life stage was

![Figure 3. Trajectories of Body Mass Index (BMI) and Probability of Obesity From Birth to Adolescence According to Social Vulnerability Index (SVI) Categories](image-url)
All effect estimates and 95% CIs are relative to the very high SVI category and adjusted for sociodemographic and prenatal characteristics. BMI was calculated as weight in kilograms divided by length (if aged <2 years) or height in meters squared.
superior to the other in its association with childhood BMI and obesity (e.g., at birth: \( F = 17452.39 \) for the COI and 17416.19 for the SVI) (Table 7 in Supplement 1).

**Secondary Analyses**

We noted no appreciable changes to the effect estimates after additional adjustment for COI or SVI at previous life stages (Figure 2 and Figure 3 in Supplement 1). Additionally, for each domain of the COI or SVI, the associations with BMI and risk of obesity were largely similar in significance and direction to the overall index (Figure 4 and Figure 5 in Supplement 1). We noted similar associations for COI when restricting the analyses to residential addresses obtained during or after the year 2010 (Figure 6 in Supplement 1). Additionally, exposure to COI or SVI was associated with larger differences in subsequent mean BMI and risk of obesity in Hispanic children (Figure 7 and Figure 8 in Supplement 1). For example, Hispanic children who resided in areas with very high (vs very low) COI at birth had larger mean BMI differences (\( \beta = -3.13; 95\% CI, -4.31 \) to \(-1.94\) and lower risk of obesity (RR, 0.11; 95% CI, 0.02-0.59) at age 10 years compared with non-Hispanic White children (BMI: \( \beta = -1.01 \) [95% CI, -1.64 to -0.38]; obesity: RR, 0.52 [95% CI, 0.25-1.07]) and non-Hispanic Black children (BMI: \( \beta = -0.28 \) [95% CI, -1.96 to 1.40]; obesity: RR, 0.42 [95% CI, 0.06-2.83]) residing in the same area. However, there was no clear evidence of effect modification by rurality of residence, child's sex, or household income during pregnancy.

**Discussion**

In this nationwide cohort study, we found that US children who resided in higher-opportunity or less vulnerable neighborhoods had a lower mean BMI trajectory and a lower risk of obesity from childhood to adolescence. Effect estimates for mean BMI difference and risk of obesity were larger for children residing in neighborhoods with the highest opportunity or lowest vulnerability. These associations were independent of individual and family sociodemographic factors as well as prenatal factors that are established risk factors for childhood obesity. Notably, exposure to neighborhood-level opportunity or vulnerability measures at birth was associated with the most substantial difference in subsequent mean BMI and risk of obesity compared with exposure at later life stages.

Our findings are consistent with those of previous studies, which reported that exposure to neighborhoods with higher disadvantage was associated with higher BMI and increased risk of obesity across childhood. Previous studies, however, have often been limited by small samples (approximately 500 participants), lack of geographical diversity, and insufficient variation in individual-level characteristics, all of which might have hampered the ability to detect these associations. Moreover, most existing work on the association between neighborhoods and childhood BMI did not examine neighborhood characteristics in very early life or were limited to cross-sectional designs that omitted the temporal nature of these associations. Furthermore, longitudinal studies that examined associations of neighborhood environments with childhood BMI or obesity have used indices that represent only specific aspects of socioeconomic disadvantage, such as unemployment and low household income. We directly addressed these key research gaps by (1) leveraging the ECHO infrastructure to assemble a geographically diverse cohort (Figure 1 in Supplement 1) of more than 20,000 children with repeated residential and anthropometric data, making this study, to our knowledge, the largest to examine the association of neighborhood indices with BMI changes from birth through adolescence, and (2) examining novel neighborhood indices (i.e., the COI) that incorporate both positive and negative attributes of neighborhood conditions that may promote or inhibit healthy development in children.

It is worth noting that exposure to the highest opportunity or least vulnerable neighborhoods was associated with substantial mean differences in BMI (by approximately 2 kg/m²) and obesity risk (by approximately 80%) in childhood and adolescence. The clinical benefits of reducing childhood obesity are well known. For example, a previous study among children aged 5 to 17 years with...
overweight reported that a reduction of BMI z score by 0.25 units (approximately 1 kg/m²) was associated with significant decreases in blood pressure, triglyceride levels, and insulin resistance, all of which are clinical markers of cardiovascular health.41,42 1 year later. Additionally, a simulation study using data from the National Medical Expenditure Panel Survey reported that a 1% reduction in the prevalence of overweight and obesity in adolescents would not only reduce the prevalence of obesity in adulthood but also substantially increase quality-adjusted life years after age 40 years. Taken together, our findings support the notion that residence in a high-opportunity or low-vulnerability neighborhood might constitute an important resilience factor that may promote development of favorable BMI patterns that, in turn, could potentially mitigate future chronic disease risk.

We found that residence in higher-opportunity or lower-vulnerability neighborhoods was associated with significantly lower mean BMI trajectories and significantly lower risk of obesity in children when outcomes were assessed at older ages. We speculate that this phenomenon may partly be explained by cumulative exposure to resource deprivation or benefit over time that may operate jointly to improve child outcomes.43

Researchers have proposed that childhood compared with earlier life stages may be a particularly sensitive period for exposure to neighborhood environments because this life stage reflects a developmental window when health behaviors (eg, dietary habits and physical activity) may be established.44 However, we found that exposure to COI or SVI at birth was associated with the most substantial difference in mean BMI and risk of obesity compared with exposure at later life stages. We are aware of only 1 other study that has found similar associations; Jimenez et al reported that neighborhood socioeconomic status at birth rather than in childhood or adulthood was associated with systolic and diastolic blood pressure in adulthood. One possible explanation is that residence in neighborhoods with the highest opportunity or lowest vulnerability at birth likely reflects improved access to essential resources such as healthy food choices during pregnancy, a critical developmental period for the fetus,46 which may have strong, healthful, and long-lasting implications for children's growth. We did not, however, evaluate associations between neighborhood indices and specific health behaviors in children. Future research may consider evaluating how efforts to improve neighborhood environment could alter social and behavioral factors associated with child health outcomes, such as social support and physical activity.47,48

We noted that the COI and SVI exhibited comparable associations with childhood BMI and obesity, suggesting that either index could be useful screening tools to identify vulnerable children at high risk of progressing to a trajectory of high BMI. While the SVI has more reference years available, the COI may be preferable because it was developed specifically for children's health and incorporates more novel attributes of neighborhood conditions. Nevertheless, both the COI and SVI could be used to target the development and potential surveillance of obesity-related outcomes associated with place-based initiatives, strategies, or policies that directly address the disparate contexts of neighborhoods, reduce barriers and improve access to essential resources, and provide families with the environments needed to support optimal childhood health and well-being.

Our findings of an association between exposure to neighborhood-level opportunity or vulnerability measures and larger differences in mean BMI and risk of obesity in Hispanic children is consistent with a previous study that reported Hispanic children who lived in high-opportunity neighborhoods (vs those who did not) were more physically active.49 It has been speculated that residence in a high-opportunity neighborhood may increase exposure to visual cues of other children actively using resources in the neighborhood, which may subsequently alter children's behavior and health outcomes.49 This observation was previously found to be more impactful for Hispanic individuals compared with non-Hispanic White individuals.50,51 Given that Hispanic children are known to be at increased risk of obesity compared with non-Hispanic White children,52 further studies are warranted to investigate the mechanisms behind these different associations.
Strengths and Limitations

This study has several strengths. Other than its large sample, strengths include the study's long-term follow-up and wide range of covariates. Furthermore, children in the study sample resided in diverse geographic regions across the US, which not only makes this study nationally representative but also improves the generalizability of its results. We used neighborhood indices that captured both physical (eg, access to green space) and social (eg, access to health care services) attributes, and the indices have been validated for a range of health outcomes.12,13 We assessed neighborhood opportunity and vulnerability at life stages during which children were unlikely to select their place of residence, which reduces the likelihood of self-selection and potential reverse causation bias (ie, BMI having consequences for the place of residence). We also controlled for maternal prepregnancy BMI, which reduces the likelihood of residential self-selection by parental factors that might be associated with childhood BMI.

The study also has limitations. First, we lacked direct measures of children's adiposity and instead used BMI, which is an imperfect measure of adiposity. Thus, our results may not reflect the true association between neighborhood environments and children's adiposity. However, obesity is more directly associated with excess adiposity,53 and our results for the risk of obesity paralleled those for BMI. Second, we used residential Census tracts as a marker of exposure, which may not capture the relevant areas where children spend all of their time. Third, the COI and SVI comprise many individual indicators that are correlated with each other, making it difficult to distinguish which component of the neighborhood is the most important factor in the association with BMI and obesity. Fourth, both indices were limited to components for which nationally representative data were available. Other neighborhood-level social attributes that might have implications for children's health, such as exposure to neighborhood violence or poor social support or cohesion,54,55 were not included because of a lack of comparable data across the US. Fifth, COI information is available for 2010 and 2015 only and may be misclassified for residential addresses during the 1990s or 2000s. However, results for COI restricted to residential addresses obtained during or after the year 2010 were similar to our main findings. Sixth, we did not examine the extent to which neighborhood mobility from birth to mid-childhood was associated with children's BMI, an important question given that previous research has revealed the long-term socioeconomic benefits (ie, increased college attendance and adult earnings) of moving from lower to higher-opportunity neighborhoods early in life.56 While this question is beyond the scope of the current study, follow-up studies of ECHO cohorts to investigate these associations throughout childhood are possible and will be helpful to develop more beneficial policy strategies, especially given demonstrated interest by policy makers in addressing obesogenic environments in the US.57

Conclusions

The results of this cohort study suggest that residing in neighborhoods with higher-opportunity or lower-vulnerability early in life, especially at birth, is associated with lower mean BMI trajectory and lower risk of obesity from childhood to adolescence. In recognition of the long-term sequelae stemming from high BMI or obesity in childhood, this study's findings support the need for a focus on investments that address the structures that consistently compromise the health of marginalized communities. More research is warranted to clarify whether initiatives or policies that alter specific components of neighborhood environment would be beneficial in preventing excess weight and obesity in children.
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